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INTRODUCTION

Although we have seen some advances for patients with mBC over the past decade, globally there is still much 
we don’t know. Recognition of this gap in knowledge spurred Pfizer’s efforts to better understand the needs 
of patients with mBC and provide new information that would help mBC communities worldwide. Pfizer Inc., 
working collaboratively with the European School of Oncology (ESO) and within the scope of the Advanced 
Breast Cancer Third International Conference (ABC3), commissioned the Global Status of Advanced/Metastatic 
Breast Cancer 2005-2015 Decade Report (Global Status of mBC Decade Report, Pfizer, 2016) with the support, 
guidance, and direction of the Global Status of mBC 2015 Decade Report Steering Committee. Research to 
inform the report was undertaken to obtain a detailed, holistic assessment of current provision of care and  
first-hand experiences of people with mBC. Both primary and secondary research outputs were combined, 
using a “wide net” approach to capture a panoptic overview of the mBC healthcare environment.  
The full report can be found at http://www.breastcancervision.com/. 

The aim of this paper is to provide detailed results and key insights for the mBC General Population Survey. 
This survey was completed by 14,315 adults from 14 countries through online self-administration or face-to-
face interviews. In this research, a sample from the general public was surveyed to explore awareness and 
understanding of advanced/metastatic breast cancer (aBC/mBC), with regard to disease impact, prognosis, 
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Survey  mBC General Population Survey

Sample size               14,315

Respondents

Countries 
sampled

Adults (18 years and older) from the general population

Canada, United States, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Poland, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom, 
Australia, China, Japan, South Korea, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Mexico, 
Egypt, Kenya, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Uganda, and Zambia

Survey approach A standardized, 15-minute, quantitative questionnaire

Data collection Online self-administration or face-to-face interviews

Objective Understand the general public's understanding and knowledge of advanced/metastatic breast cancer 
(aBC/mBC), with regard to disease impact, prognosis, availability of treatments, and expectations for what 
treatment can accomplish 

Interpretation Findings represent stated perceptions of a/mBC relative to breast cancer overall in different parts of the world. 
Data were weighted according to key demographic parameters in each country to ensure representation of 
the entire population. Global or regional interpretation should be made with caution as the study was not 
designed to support inferences at this level.
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INTRODUCTION (cont) 

availability of treatments, and expectations for what treatment can accomplish and specific words associated 
with mBC and specifically in comparison with breast cancer of any stage.  

KEY FINDINGS:

• Public understanding and awareness of mBC is low 

–   More appropriately targeted information about the realities of a diagnosis of mBC, and directed at 
the general public, would raise societal awareness and begin to address the stigma and isolation that 
patients with mBC currently face

–   Enhanced media attention and access to reliable information about mBC has the potential to positively 
shape public perceptions

TABLE 1.  Primary Surveys Research Design
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In total, 14,315 adults across 14 countries were surveyed online. About half (47%–55%) of survey respondents 
in each country were women, except in Turkey, Mexico, and India, where women accounted for smaller 
proportions of the samples (44%, 44%, and 36%, respectively). Education status varied widely by country 
with the majority of respondents in Turkey, India, Taiwan, Brazil, Mexico, Chile, and Colombia reporting some 
university education (52%–88%) (Table 2). A majority of respondents in all countries (51%–70%) except Taiwan 
(20%), Japan (22%), and Chile (50%) reported that they had known someone diagnosed with breast cancer, but 
few in any country reported being diagnosed themselves (1%–8%) (Table 3).

TABLE 2. mBC General Population Survey Respondent Characteristics

UK 
(n=1001)

Fra 
(n=1001)

Ger 
(n=1011)

Pol 
(n=1000)

Turk 
(n=1009)

Ind 
(n=1045)

Tai 
(n=1001)

Jpn 
(n=1000)

SA 
(n=1039)

Braz 
(n=1196)

Mex 
(n=1003)

Arg 
(n=1007)

Chil 
(n=1002)

Colo 
(n=1000)

Female (%) 53 47 48 51 44 36 48 54 47 55 44 52 52 52

Male (%) 47 53 52 49 56 64 52 46 53 45 56 48 48 48

Mean age (years) 49 51 50 45 33 32 36 52 36 36 32 40 42 40

Employed ft/pt/ 
slf (%)

53 42 46 53 66 68 81 53 71 69 76 65 59 67

Less than  
university (%)

65 74 74 73 34 18 26 62 77 48 45 n/a 12 19

Some university 
(%)

30 24 23 27 66 82 74 38 22 52 55 n/a 88 81

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Colo=Colombia; ft=full time; pt=part time; slf=self-employed.

TABLE 3. Respondent Experience of Breast Cancer

UK 
(n=1001)

Fra 
(n=1001)

Ger 
(n=1011)

Pol 
(n=1000)

Tur 
(n=1009)

Ind 
(n=1045)

Tai 
(n=1001)

Jpn 
(n=1000)

SA 
(n=1039)

Braz 
(n=1196)

Mex 
(n=1003)

Arg 
(n=1007)

Chil 
(n=1002)

Colo 
(n=1000)

Has been  
diagnosed with 
BC (%)

4 3 2 5 3 8 1 1 4 4 3 4 4 3

Known someone  
with BC (%)

60 67 61 51 58 52 20 22 63 70 58 65 50 57

Known BC patient 
who died (%)

31 25 29 26 21 26 6 6 28 35 28 32 25 31

Medical Caregiver  
for BC patient (%)

12 16 18 20 32 35 8 3 21 26 35 30 23 32

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Col= Colombia; BC=breast cancer.
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TABLE 4. Percentage of Respondents Familiar or Somewhat Familiar with Different Types of Cancer by Country
% Very/ 
Somewhat  
familiar

UK 
(n=1001)

Fra 
(n=1001)

Ger  
(n=1011)

Pol 
(n=1000)

Tur 
(n=1009)

Ind 
(n=1045)

Tai 
(n=1001)

Jpn 
(n=1000)

SA 
(n=1039)

Braz 
(n=1196)

Mex 
(n=1003)

Arg 
(n=1007)

Chil 
(n=1002)

Colo 
(n=1000)

Breast cancer 64 63 39 70 82 69 32 65 80 77 73 56 50 54

Lung cancer 58 57 34 67 81 67 53 67 75 63 57 48 46 39

Leukaemia 51 53 45 69 78 50 46 63 66 74 65 46 41 41

Prostate cancer 53 53 34 57 71 41 26 57 69 73 60 42 38 47

Cervical cancer 50 51 27 59 67 38 48 59 57 50 51 44 43 40

Stomach cancer 41 39 29 47 71 56 51 68 56 55 48 29 39 41

Liver cancer 43 46 27 49 68 59 56 59 61 53 45 32 27 33

Ovarian cancer 45 40 22 51 61 44 37 54 55 58 52 40 36 38

Colon cancer 40 51 32 53 60 32 25 65 56 47 50 41 33 44

Pancreatic cancer 39 44 29 50 63 38 24 52 46 45 41 32 25 29

Melanoma 46 45 36 58 23 22 18 42 34 43 32 19 18 16

Non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma

27 16 13 19 19 16 6 10 14 19 15 11 9 9

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Col= Colombia.

Dark green boxes represent countries in which breast cancer was the most familiar.

RESULTS

Public familiarity about mBC is lacking in the context of global breast cancer awareness

In most countries surveyed, breast cancer is the type of cancer that adults are most familiar with (range 50%–82%) 
except in Germany, Taiwan, and Japan (Table 4). Global familiarity with the terms “advanced breast cancer/
metastatic breast cancer” was lower than with the term “breast cancer” among the general public across a 
range of countries (Table 4, Figure 1). Some notable exceptions included Argentina, Colombia, and Chile, where 
familiarity was similar for both aBC/mBC and “breast cancer,” and Germany, where the general population was 
more familiar with aBC/mBC than with “breast cancer.” Gender differences were noted in the measure of familiarity. 
Women were significantly (P<0.05) more familiar with the term “breast cancer” than men were in every country 
except Mexico; and with the terms “advanced breast cancer” or “metastatic breast cancer” in every country except 
Taiwan, Japan, and Mexico. Respondents with some university education were more likely to be familiar with 
either term compared with those with lower levels of education, except in Taiwan and South Africa.
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FIGURE 1. Percentage of Respondents Familiar with the Terms “Breast Cancer” and “Advanced Breast Cancer” or “Metastatic 
Breast Cancer” by Country

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Colo=Colombia; aBC=advanced breast cancer; mBC=metastatic breast cancer; BC=breast cancer.

Significant gaps exist around the consequences that accompany a diagnosis of mBC

Between 73% and 93% of all respondents believed that today’s treatments for breast cancer make it a curable 
disease, with a greater proportion who felt that early diagnosis and treatment are major factors in achieving 
cure (87%–97%) and preventing disease progression (45%–80%). A majority of respondents (55%–87%) in all 
countries understood that “metastatic” means that cancer has spread throughout the body, except for in Japan, 
where the rate of understanding was much lower, at 39%. The general public in some countries somewhat or 
strongly believed that breast cancer rarely spreads to other parts of the body (64% Turkey, 55% India, 62% Chile, 
50% Colombia). 

In most countries surveyed, a majority (52%–76%) believed that aBC/mBC is curable, suggesting that there is 
insufficent public knowledge of the prognosis for patients with mBC (Table 5). Statistically significant gender 
differences were noted in the UK, France, Taiwan, Japan, Mexico, and Colombia, where men more often than 
women perceived aBC/mBC as curable (P<0.05). Further, respondents 45 years and older were more likely 
to believe this compared with respondents younger than 45 years in Japan, but the opposite was true for 
respondents in the UK and Germany.

The lack of understanding about mBC leads to public misconceptions and results in isolation  
and stigma for patients

To some extent, respondents in all countries express the belief that mBC is a hopeless disease, with some 
participants agreeing that “there is no point in treating advanced or metastatic breast cancer” (Table 5). In most 
countries, respondents who held this view were in the minority (14%–40%), but the numbers were substantial 
in India (40%) and Turkey (30%). In Taiwan, a notable majority of respondents (61%) also held this view, which 
correlated with the relatively low agreement that mBC is curable.  Findings were consistent across men and 
women, except in the UK and Taiwan, where significantly more men than women believed that mBC was 
less deserving of treatment (P<0.05). However, despite this, there is global agreement on the need for further 
advances in mBC: at least 80% of respondents in each country stated a belief that more work needs to be done 
to develop treatments for aBC/mBC.

Global mBC General Population Survey
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FIGURE 2. Positive and Negative Word Associations with aBC/mBC and Breast Cancer

*Significantly different from aBC/mBC (P<0.05); †Significantly different from breast cancer (P<0.05). Positive words include hope, strength, courage, faith, love, pride, and 
perseverance. Negative words include despair, sick, embarrassment, fear, death, guilt, anger, pain, and uncertainty.

Respondents from the general public associated the terms “aBC/mBC” and “breast cancer” with negative words 
and less often with positive words (Figure 2). These negative associations help illustrate the extent of the stigma 
around mBC, which was evident within the sample. A sizable minority of the general population (range 18%–49%) 
indicated that “People with advanced or metastatic breast cancer should not talk about it with anyone other than 
their physician” (Table 6). This sentiment was most pronounced in India and Turkey, where almost half of people 
(49% and 42%, respectively) concurred with this statement. Those in Turkey with some university education were 
more likely to support this statement compared with Turkish respondents who had a lower educational status. To 
a significant extent, men expressed this view more frquently than women in the UK, France, Taiwan, South Africa, 
Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, and Colombia (P<0.05). Variations in rates of agreement with this statement between 
men and women were not significant in other countries surveyed.

TABLE 5. Comparison of Extreme Responses Regarding Curability Versus Futility of Treatment for mBC by Country

Country UK Fra Ger Pol Tur Ind Tai Jpn SA Braz Mex Arg Chil Colo

% agree no point in 
treatment of aBC/mBC

19 17 14 19 30 40 61 17 25 22 25 15 26 24

% agree mBC is curable 52 48 55 61 76 65 58 74 61 65 59 52 56 56

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Colo=Colombia; aBC=advanced breast cancer; mBC=metastatic breast cancer.

TABLE 6. Percentage of Respondents Who Agree that Patients Should Not Discuss Their mBC Diagnosis with Anyone  
Except Their Physician

Country UK Fra Ger Pol Tur Ind Tai Jpn SA Braz Mex Arg Chil Colo

% should not talk  
about aBC/mBC

24 22 27 33 42 49 35 21 26 29 26 18 23 22

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Colo=Colombia; aBC=advanced breast cancer; mBC=metastatic breast cancer.

Global mBC General Population Survey
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TABLE 7. Comparison of Media Attention and Sources of Information About Breast Cancer vs aBC/mBC by Country

Country UK Fra Ger Pol Tur Ind Tai Jpn SA Braz Mex Arg Chil Colo

% Some/A lot public 
attention BC

78 74 72 60 47 66 33 83 83 60 79 68 59 73

% Some/A lot public 
attention aBC/mBC

41 55 64 43 41 49 28 64 52 44 64 41 47 60

Seen/Heard about BC through:

Traditional media 
(net)

62% 60% 47% 79% 69% 75% 33% 55% 76% 74% 82% 77% 66% 91%

Internet 27% 25% 34% 61% 63% 57% 22% 27% 54% 61% 75% 52% 53% 60%

Charitable orgs (net) 56% 33% 13% 46% 44% 42% 14% 21% 69% 54% 70% 60% 60% 62%

Seen/Heard about aBC/mBC through:

Traditional media 
(net)

23% 27% 35% 55% 51% 52% 26% 38% 40% 43% 47% 38% 45% 63%

Internet 11% 15% 25% 46% 48% 40% 17% 18% 28% 39% 50% 30% 40% 44%

Charitable orgs (net) 16% 16% 10% 26% 28% 26% 9% 11% 31% 27% 38% 31% 37% 43%

Abbreviations: UK=United Kingdom; Fra=France; Ger=Germany; Pol=Poland; Tur=Turkey; Ind=India; Tai=Taiwan; Jpn=Japan; SA=South Africa; Braz=Brazil; Mex=Mexico; 
Arg=Argentina; Chil=Chile; Colo=Colombia; aBC=advanced breast cancer; mBC=metastatic breast cancer.

Enhanced media attention and access to reliable information about mBC has the potential to positively 
shape public perceptions

Adults in all countries surveyed perceived there to be less public attention paid to aBC/mBC than to breast 
cancer (Table 7). Globally, fewer than half of the general population felt that reliable information regarding a  
BC/mBC is easy to access (21%–49%). A majority in most countries indicate that some or a lot of public attention 
is paid to breast cancer, while fewer indicate that some or a lot of public attention is paid to aBC/mBC (Table 7). 
Asked about specific information sources, a majority of those surveyed in most countries personally saw or heard 
information on breast cancer through traditional media such as television, radio, or newspapers (55%–91%; the 
exceptions are Germany [47%] and Taiwan [33%]). The percentage of respondents who indicated that they had 
seen or heard information on breast cancer via the internet (22%–75%) or via charitable organizations (13%–70%) 
varies considerably by country. In general, information about aBC/mBC is recalled by fewer people, regardless of 
channel (traditional media [23%–63%], the internet [11%–50%], charitable organizations] (9%–43%]).  

DISCUSSION

National and international breast health awareness and promotional campaigns over the past decades have 
mainly focused on messages promoting early detection and treatment of breast cancer; these activities 
have included only limited discussion about aBC/mBC. (MBC Alliance Press Release, 2014) The emphasis on 
early detection, combined with significant advances in treatments for eBC, have resulted in a sense that 
breast cancer has been largely “cured.” In fact, the “breast cancer survivor” identity obscures the reality that 
approximately 20%–30% of women diagnosed with eBC may eventually progress to metastatic disease 
(O’Shaunessy, 2005; EBCTCG, 2015), which is incurable. 

The results of this survey confirm that public understanding of mBC remains limited, despite more than half 
of respondents reporting that they know someone with breast cancer and many being able to define the 
term “metastatic” correctly. A number of misconceptions among the general population including the belief 
that breast cancer cannot spread to other parts of the body (ie, metastasize) or that breast cancer treated 
early will result in a cure and prevent the disease from spreading. Additionally, a blame culture exists, whereby 
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a significant proportion of the public believes that breast cancer progresses or recurs because patients do not take 
preventative measures, such as correctly taking medicine and attending appointments. Important gender differences 
were observed in the results, with a greater percentage of men than women who were indicating poor knowledge of 
the consequences that accompany an mBC diagnosis.  

The survey also found that there are 2 seemingly contradictory views on mBC: one seeing the condition as a curable 
disease and the other as a hopeless diagnosis for which treatment is futile. What isn’t clear is how often these disparate 
and contradictory views exist within a single person compared to within a population. However, both perspectives are 
likely to engender negative experiences for patients with mBC. By failing to differentiate between breast cancer overall 
and mBC, the general public may be led into a state of false optimism and thus minimize or misapprehend the severity 
of the situation. In contrast, however, perceptions of mBC as tantamount to “a death sentence” destroys hope and 
may foster avoidance of health-seeking behaviors such as reporting a lump or breast changes to their doctor or family 
members. (Shulman, 2010; Banning, 2009; Bhatt, 2011)

At least 1 in 5 adults in almost every country indicated that people with aBC/mBC should not talk about it with anyone 
other than their physician, perpetuating an unwritten code of isolation at a time when patients need the greatest 
support from those around them. Although unlikely to impact directly the quality and amount of care received, 
inaccurate perceptions from others in society can matter greatly to those affected by mBC, coloring both their social 
and emotional experience of living with the disease. Such misconceptions may contribute to a patient’s feelings 
of isolation or stigmatization that in turn can impact how patients cope with their disease and making healthcare 
decisions along the care continuum. Patients can be left with feelings of despair, with diminished hope, or simply 
frustrated and inhibited from sharing their own fears. (Global Status of mBC Decade Report, Pfizer, 2016) Addressing 
such misconceptions, including through greater access to accurate information for patients, caregivers, and society as 
a whole, will broadly support patients in maintaining normal interpersonal relationships, a factor that is important in 
sustaining emotional wellbeing and influencing behaviors such as a willingness to seek support or make treatment and 
quality of life decisions. (MBCAlliance, 2014) 

CONCLUSION

Public understanding of the impact and prognosis of mBC remains limited, leaving room for considerable 
improvement in the education of the general population to ultimately better support patients experiencing 
mBC. It remains necessary to educate society as a whole, as well as patients, caregivers, and healthcare 
professionals, about mBC to grow awareness and stimulate action to tackle this disease in the same way 
that has been achieved for eBC. This requires honest and accurate presentation of the realistic experiences 
of patients with mBC, thereby creating for them an identity that is distinct from eBC patients. While 
regional and local cultural norms drive variations in the public’s perceptions of breast cancer, the creation 
of tailored resources such as educational materials or media reports can also work to shape societal views 
towards mBC. This would have a positive impact on patients’ lives by reducing social stigma and enhancing 
community support networks, thereby creating a more supportive environment for patients with mBC and 
their caregivers. Much work can still be done to help alleviate the burden of stigma and ensure broader, 
community-wide support for patients with mBC to live with their disease.
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